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INTRODUCTION
The availability of water has always been a primary concern
to those who live and work in the western United States.

As the

region has become more populated and more affluent, water use has
steadily increased.

Today, numerous competing uses -- municipal

ities,. agriculture, energy production, recreation, aesthetics,
fish and wildlife -- are all vying for a share of this critical,
yet scarce resource.

Unfortunately,

there simply is not enough

water in the West to competely satisfy all the demands.

Shortages

have heen common -- as a result of both periodic droughts and overappropriation of some sources.
However, the future will most likely bring more general and
more severe water supply problems.

There are, of course, many uses

for western water, yet a recent study sponsored by the U.S. Water
Resources Council concluded that "in almost every region west of
the Mississippi,

the supply of surface water, expended at current

quantities and output efficiencies,

is inadequate for irrigation."^

Given that assessment, water-use patterns and water management
techniques will have to undergo dramatic changes if there is to be
even a chance of supplying water for other uses.

Clearly if the

present water-use patterns continue, conflicts will arise that will
be extremely difficult to resolve.
With regard to surface water,

the two most stridently competi

tive uses are agriculture and energy production.

In areas of new
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energy development where water supply is already limited and fully
allocated, water will have to be imported or transferred from
existing uses.

In the West this transfer will almost inevitably

be from irrigated agriculture, because energy producers are willing
to pay a far greater price for water than farmers and ranchers are.
This shift will undoubtedly mean a loss of agricultural production
and a decline in the rural lifestyle that now characterizes most
of the region.

On the other hand, limiting energy development b e 

cause of a lack of water could be seriously damaging to the nation's
economic health.
In addition,
tity and quality.

there is a clear relationship between water quan
As more water is diverted from western streams,

flow rates will decrease.

As a result, irrigation return flows and

sewage effluents will make up a larger percentage of the total
stream flow.

In some areas,

this could have a dramatic impact on

aquatic habitat and water recreation.
Problems with water availability are not limited to surface
water.

Although groundwater underlying the western United States

is a vast resource with a volume roughly equivalent to 35 years of
2
surface runoff, demands in some local areas are creating severe
overdrafts.

Use of this resource at rates which exceed the natural

recharge rate hastens the day when either alternative sources will
have to be found or difficult -decisions will have to be made regard
ing continuation of irrigated agriculture and other water-related
industries.
As is the case with surface water systems, groundwater formations
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have no respect for political boundaries.

Laws for management of

both surface and groundwater may vary between states and between
nations, but the same problems exist regardless of whether a stream
or aquifer crosses an arbitrary border.

Another problem with

management of groundwater is the lack of information on the size,
volume, recharge rate and impacts of various pumping rates on under
ground reserviors.

Often wells are dug and pumping started before

any attention is given to overdraft and declining water tables.
The more wells that are drilled tapping a certain aquifer, the
greater the complications that can result from uncontrolled pumping.
The technical solutions to solving the problem of water avail
ability are straightforward:

(1) increase the available supply,

and (2) reduce the present or projected demand.

Increasing the

available supply includes development of n e w sources, recycling
and reuse of existing supplies, and better efficiency in distribu
tion and use.

Demand can be reduced by increasing prices to con

sumers, implementing water conservation programs, and changing
institutional structures to both increase efficiency and shift
demand from one geographic area to another.
Of these technical solutions, bringing about changes in
institutional structures is likely to be the most difficult.
Mechanisms to allocate the supply of water include state and fed
eral water laws, subsidies,

treaties,

interstate compacts, state

utility commissions, and other public and private institutions.
There is little argument that the present allocation system is
cumbersome and inflexible and results in too much litigation and
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legislation.

Conservation measures and increased efficiency of

use could go a long way toward reducing conflicts in the short term,
but in the long run it seems clear that more flexible allocation
mechanisms will be necessary.
Yet for a variety of reasons, the problem of inflexibility of
allocation methods has proved intractible.

Availability of water

has been the major influence in determining where civilization
has developed.

The western United States is certainly no exception.

Early settlements occurred where water was available in its natural
state.

Today, however, conveyance of water over long distance has

allowed development of areas far from where water occurs naturally.
To support development of the* arid West, a system of laws and in
stitutions grew up to provide for the diversion of water from
natural watercourses for. various uses.

Western water laws origin

ate from a variety of sources -- federal and state constitutions,
laws passed by Congress and state legislatures,

court interpreta

tions, and regulations of various state and federal agencies.

In

addition, many entities hold the right to use western water,
although in some cases the extent of those rights is woefully u n 
clear.

The result is often conflict between state and federal

governments, federal agencies, various water users, and just about
anyone with any interest in the resource.
Although conflicts over water between various western states
and the federal government are often well publicized, disputes also
regularly arise between the states themselves over allocation of
interstate sources.

As competitive demands for western water
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increase, interstate conflicts will probably surface more often.
This paper examines some potential implications of major interbasin
and interstate water transfers on Montana and other western states.
II.

PROBLEMS ON THE HIGH PLAINS
Regional disputes over water allocation have long been a part

of the western political landscape.

Interstate and state-federal

arguments over the Colorado and Rio Grande Rivers are two prominent
examples.

However, a new and potentially more controversial issue

has appeared on the horizon.

The issue revolves around depletion

of a groundwater formation known as the

Ogallala Aquifer.

The Ogallala formation underlies an area of nearly 225,000
square miles encompassing parts of six High Plains states —
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Texas.

Colorado,

The aquifer is

the major source of fresh water for an area the size of California.
It is the largest irrigated farming region in the nation.
The Ogallala Aquifer itself is one of the United States' major
underground water sources, and is estimated to contain some 2 billion
3
acre-feet of water.
Commercial pumping out of the Ogallala for
irrigation began in the 193 0 's, when the High Plains region was
ravaged by a drought and the dust bowl.

Development of this water

resource has continued until today the area overlying the aquifer
is one of the crucial argicultural production regions in the world.
The major crops grown on- the High Plains include c o m , wheat,
cotton and grain sorghum.

The total farm value of the crops produced

on irrigated lands in this area exceeds $2 billion annually, roughly
10 percent of the value of all U.S. crops^ It is livestock production.
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6

in the area is about $10 billion.

Between 1954 and 1973, feed grain

production in Kansas, Colorado, Texas and Oklahoma jumped 275 per
cent, from 129 million to 386 million bushels annually.

By 1973,

the

number of cattle marketed on the High Plains was nearly 10 million,
7
40 percent of the beef marketed in the U.S.
Along with increased production of crops and livestock on the
High Plains, associated industries and institutions grew up accord
ingly to support the thriving agricultural economy.
packing firms dot the region's landscape.

Large m e a t 

Food and fiber-processing

plants on the High Plains and around the world depend on products
from the area.

Manufactures of irrigation equipment, farm machinery,

agricultural chemicals and other products depend heavily on the con
sumers in the region.

Transportaion and warehousing firms, agri

cultural and agri-business financial institutions and other related
concerns have expanded in response to increased agricultural produc
tion.

These industries and institutions,

together

and livestock industries themselves form a complex,

with the crop
interlocking

web of economic interdependence that is both national and internation
al in scope.
There can be little doubt about the importance of irrigated
agriculture on the High Plains to the nation's overall production
and to the world food supply.

The 225,000 square miles overlying

the Ogallala formation represents about 6 percent of the total U.S.
Q
land area. Within that area, roughly one-half the farms have some
irrigation, and estimates are that irrigated land on the High Plains
q
is 2.8 times more productive than dry land. Crop and livestock
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production in the region accounts for a healthy share of the total
U.S. value of agricultural export commodities.

By 1978, the export

value of commodities produced in the High Plains states totaled
10
about $6 billion, of 21.4 percent of the U.S. total.
The region
accounts for a full 38.9 percent of the value of U.S. exports of
wheat and flour^^
This boom in production, however, is almost entirely attribu
table to increased irrigation and attendant increases in fertilizer
application.

Early explorers called the High Plains region the

Great American Desert, and foresaw little opportunity for cultivation
on the vast expanses of short-grass prairie.

Indeed, annual rainfall

averages a meager 10-20 inches, but dryland farming has been success
ful in the area despite periodic droughts.
Dryland production, however, lags far behind that of irrigated
land, and irrigation has removed the risk of being wiped out by dry
weather for many farmers.

Comparative yield figures from 1977

indicate the typical disparity between dryland and irrigated produc
tion for various commodities;

Dryland c o m will yield an average

of 42 bushels per acre in the region, while irrigated c o m can be
expected to yield an average of 118 bushels per acre; dryland wheat
averages 23 bushels per acre, while irrigated wheat averages 47
bushels per acre; dryland milo produces 31 bushels per acre compared
12

to 80 bushels per acre for irrigated milo.

The increased yields, particularly for feed grains such as
corn and milo, have brought about the rapid expansion of livestock
production.

For the years 1959-60, the six High Plains states
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averaged about 1.5 million cattle on feed.
ed about 24 percent of the U.S. total.

That figure represent

By 1977, however, the

number of cattle on feed jumped to nearly 6 million, or 4917 per-

11
cent of the U.S. total.
Of the six states within the High Plains area, Nebraska and
Texas account for the majority of irrigated acreage.

Both states

have seen large increases in irrigiation development over the past
25 years.

In 1954, the entire region had about 3.8 million acres

under irrigation.

Nebraska accounted for roughly 2 million acres,

while Texas had slightly fewer than 1 million irrigated acres.

By

1977, the region had 14.3 million acres under irrigiation, with
Nebraska and Texas accounting for about 10 million acres^^
In addition to increased commodity production,

the area over-

lying the Ogallala Aquifer has experienced a population increase at
a time when other areas in some High Plains states have seen popula
tion declines.

Population figures for 1970 and 1975 in counties

overlying the aquifer indicate an overall gain of 4.2 percent -from 1.76 million in 1970 to 1.84 million in 1975^^
The foregoing would seem to indicate a continued strong economy
for the High Plains region and a continued good outlook for the
nation's food supply.
mistic.

Unfortunately,

the prognosis is not so opti

The vast water reserves in the Ogallala, once thought to

be inexhaustible, are being depleted at an alarming rate.
the aquifer is indeed vast,

Although

it is finite both in size and capacity.

Throughout most of the formation,

the recharge rate is negligible,

so that water withdrawals for irrigation and ocher purposes can be

8
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likened to mining a coal seam.

When the water supply is gone, it

is for practical purposes exhausted forever.

Continued use of the

water supply, without artificially replenishing it, will ultimately
exhaust the resource?^
The immediacy of the depletion problem varies within the High
Plains area.

In some areas, particularly the southern reaches of

the formation, the supply of available groundwater may be depleted
in 10 yearsî^ In other areas where the withdrawal rates are lower
or where the aquifer contains more water,

supplies may last another

18
50 years or longer.
But, regardless of when the supplies eventually
run out, the fact remains that water is being removed far faster
than it is being replaced.

The annual overdraft over the entire

formation has been estimated at 14 million acre-feet -- roughly
19
equivalent to the natural annual flow of the Colorado River.
Other
estimates indicate that in some areas,

the Ogallala is being drawn

20
down 15 to 18 times faster than nature is replacing it.
Meanwhile, rising energy costs are making it increasingly
expensive for farmers to pump water from the Ogallala Aquifer.

As

the water table drops, pumping costs go up, forcing many producers
to revert to dryland farming or less water consumptive crops.

In

1977 the cost of electricity to pump one acre-foot of water for
irrigation was $16.84.

By 1987 the cost is expected to rise to

$39.07, and by 1992 the expected cost of pumping one acre-foot is
21
$63.91.
Increasing energy costs may well make pumping out of the
Ogallala uneconomical even before the water supply runs out.
The Ogallala formation is composed of a porous sand and gravel
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layer that varies in depth.

The aquifer is shaped somewhat like

a wedge, with the thicker end underlying the northern High Plains
and a thinner layer underlying the southern reaches of the area.
It is in the southern plains that the problem is most critical.
Data from Parmer County

in the Texas panhandle indicates that as

the number of irrigation wells and the acreage under irrigation
has risen, the water table and the number of acres capable of being
22
irrigated from one well has correspondingly dropped.
Figures show

that the water table in Parmer County was about 140 feet below the
surface in 1942.

By 1962 the table had dropped to about 200 feet,

and the present level is about 260 feet.

Projections for 2002 pre-

23
diet the table will drop to below 300 feet.
During the period 1948
to 1976 the number of irrigation wells in Texas increased from 8,400
to 71,000, while the acreage capable

of being irrigated by one well

dropped from 138 to 90?*
Throughout the southern High Plains,

the Ogallala formation

25
ranges in thickness from 150 feet to about 300 feet.
In early geo
logic time the aquifer extended from the mountains in eastern New
Mexico into Texas.

The large amounts of stored water probably re

sulted from accumulated underground flows from the e a s t e m slopes of
the Rocky Mountains.

Constant erosion has altered flow patterns so

that the Ogallala is now isolated from substantial replenishment by
06
natural percolation! The aquifer has become a virtual "island"
of underground water, much like an oil or coal deposit.
In Texas alone, 4 million acre-feet are withdrawn annually froi
2
the aquifer, representing a 2.5 percent annual reduction in volume.

10
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Other studies have suggested that at least 21 percent of the
Ogallala formation has been withdrawn, and that as of 1969 the
aquifer had a surplus storage capacity of 75 million acre-feet as
28
a result of excess pumping.
Generalized hydrographs for the entire formation indicate the
same rate of withdrawal evidenced on the southern High Plains.
Although the depth of the formation itself varies considerably, all
29
areas show a considerable drop in water table.
Various graphs show
the water table in the Ogallala dropping anywhere from 10 to nearly
30
100 feet since about 1950.
In addition,

the water level in feet

above mean sea level has plummeted from about 2,285 feet in 1965 to
2,210 feet in 1975?^
Without doubt the entire High Plains region faces a serious
problem in depletion of the Ogallala.

Nevertheless, problems vary

from state to state and among subregions.

For example, Colorado

officials estimate that about 90 percent of the available Ogallala
water supply has already been developed in the northern part of the
state.

Roughly one-third of this area is currently experiencing

water table declines, and continued irrigation will lower the table
32
significantly throughout the area within 15 to 20 years.
In south
ern Colorado, the Ogallala formation has already been essentially
33
depleted.
Nebraska, on the other hand, appears to be in the best
shape of the High Plains states.

The Ogallala underlies a 69-county

area in the state covering 49,395 square miles.

Estimates are that

the Ogallala and peripheral aquifers underlying Nebraska store some
1.5 billion acre-feet of recoverable fresh water, enough to cover

11
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the entire state to a depth of 37 feet?* However, water tables are
dropping in some southwestern counties, and the state has 61,831
registered wells irrigating roughly 5 million acres.

In addition,

all but two cities overlying the aquifer obtained all their water
35
from wells tapping the aquifer.
Energy development as well could play an important role in
increased water use in Nebraska.

Parts of the aquifer are in close

proximity to vast coal fields in Wyoming, and at least one utility
has proposed construction of a coal-fired generating plant in
Nebraska that would require about 30,000 acre-feet of water annually
36
from the Ogallala.
Kansas, Oklahoma and New Mexico also report serious depletion
problems.

Kansas has reported a drop in static water levels for the

37
past 30 years,
while New Mexico officials predict a sharp drop in
38
irrigable acreage in the near future.
The water level in one
39
Oklahoma well tapping the Ogallala dropped 75 feet in 20 years,
and increased pumping has led to rapid declines in water levels
throughout the area over the aquifer.
' Depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer poses grave questions not
only about the economic health of the High Plains, but also about
the nation's balance of trade and the world food supply.
ing supply of

A declin

water for the High Plains means declining food

stocks and necessarily higher-consumer prices*^ And if farmers are
forced to revert to dryland farming,

the present economy that is

geared to higher production would be disrupted to the point that
the ripple effect would likely be felt worldwide*^

12
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The adverse impacts, however, would be felt most severely in
the aquifer area itself.

Farmers in some areas have already seen

their revenue per acre fall from $375 to $50.

Many companies and

financial institutions relying on the present economy would be
severely affected.

Farmers cutting back on watering or going back

to dryland reduce their need for fertilizer, labor,
maintenance and capital.

implements,

In Kansas alone, officials estimate that

the irrigation industry contributes $3 billion annually to the state's
e c o n o m y O t h e r High Plains states are in a similar position.

The

issue facing the High Plains states and the-nation is clear -- act
now to arrest the aquifer depletion rate, or accept major economic
and social changes.
III.

THE OGALLALA STUDY
For many years water depletion problems on the High Plains

escaped widespread public attention.

Development of the water

resource proceeded at an increasingly rapid rate throughout the
1960s and early 1970s.

By the mid-1970s, h o w e v e r , declining water

levels in areas overlying the aquifer began to cause regional and
national concern.

In October, 1975 congressmen from five High

Plains states called on the Economic Development Administration to
examine the potential impacts of water and energy resource depletion
in the Ogallala Aquifer region.

The agency responded with a study

design for the High P l a ins*^.
In 1976, a study of water and energy resource depletion on the
High Plains received congressional authorization in the Water
Resources Development Act of 1976.^^ Section 193 of the Act reads

13
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in part:
In order to assure an adequate supply of food to
the Nation and to promote the economic vitality
of the High Plains Region, the Secretary of
Commerce . . . , acting through the Economic Devel
opment Administration, in cooperation with the
Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of
Engineers, and appropriate Federal, State, and
local agencies, and the private sector, is author
ized and directed to study the depletion of the
natural resources of those regions . . . presently
utilizing the declining water resources of the
Ogallala Aquifer, and to develop plans to increase
water supplies in the area and report thereon to
Congress, together with any recommendations for
further congressional action.
. . .(T)he Secretary
is directed to consider all past and ongoing studies,
plans and work on depleted water resources in the
region, and to examine the feasibility of various
alternatives to provide adequate water supplies in
the area including, but not limited to, the trans
fer of water from adjacent areas, such portion to
be conducted by the Chief of Engineers to assure the
continued economic growth and vitality of the region.
The study is to address the costs and benefits of various alter
natives
action.

for alleviating the problem, as well as the costs of in
In addition,

if the study results indicate that water tran-

fers are a "reasonable solution," the Act directs that a plan be
recommended "for allocating and distributing water in an equitable
fashion, taking into account existing water rights and the needs
for future growth of all affected areas.
Armed with congressional authorization and a $6 million appro
priation, the governors of the six High Plains states and federal
representatives met in November,
line its objectives.

1976 to organize the study and out

The governors established the High Plains

Study Council to oversee the project.

The Council consists of a

representative of the federal government,

the governor of each state

14
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or his designee, and three representatives from each state chosen
by the governor.
The Council met in February, 1977 and at that meeting spelled
out the study objectives and organization as well as the work
elements of the study.

The study’s major objectives are to (1)

protect the nation's continued food supply;

(2) promote the economic

health of the High Plains; and (3) evaluate implications of alterna
tive development strategies.

The Council also delineated research

areas for the states involved in the study, including projections
of cropping patterns, energy production and requirements, agri
cultural income and water requirements.

In addition,

states will be

required to evaluate intrastate water resources, project intrastate
water

supplies and project economic,

social and environmental

impacts of various changes in land-use and water and energy consump
tion^^
On the regional level, the study plan identifies 10 elements.
Those elements include interbasin transfers; national and regional
changes in commodity prices, agricultural production, consumer
prices and expenditures;

impacts of advanced agricultural and water

management techniques; environmental impacts ; available technology
for supplementing local water supplies; legal and institutional
framework for implementing alternative development strategies;
analyses of total revenue and costs of various commodity and live
stock production methods;

impacts of transition to dryland farming;

and non-argicultural development potential^®
After settling on the design and scope of the study, the Council

15
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and EDA hired a team of private consulting firms to function as
general contractor for the study.

The consulting firms, known as

High Plains Associates, are Camp Dresser & Mckee, Austin, Texas;
Black & Veatch, Kansas City, Missouri; and A.D. Little, Inc.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
for the general contractor.

Camp Dresser & Mckee is the lead firm
Coordinating the various study elements

as well as conducting much of the study itself is the job of the
general contractor.
Several federal agencies are also participating in the study.
The Army Corps of Engineers is examining alternative strategies for
water importation from other areas.

A technical advisory group

has been organized that consists of representatives from

various

federal agencies involved in administering natural resources.

The

advisory group is providing technical advice to the general contrac
tor and will help coordinate and assemble the study results.

Field

studies conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey, Bureau of Reclama
tion, Fish and Wildlife Service and Department of Argiculture will
also be incorporated into the study findings.
The general contractor will conduct regional studies on conser
vation, environmental impacts, water supply augmentation, crop
and energy prices and will assess the national implication of the
findings.

The report on national implications will address several

issues, including costs and benefits of water transfers and recom
mendations for state and federal action; national food price changes
as a result of changes in irrigated argicultural output; environ
mental and economic impacts of conservation techniques; evaluation

16
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of new water supply proposals; and general environmental impacts
of changes in the region's economy.
As it drew up its strategy to conduct the study under the
guidelines of the High Plains Study Council,

the general contract

ing team decided to add an additional element to the regional assessAq
ment issues.
As a final step in the regional portion of the study
the general contractor, with assistance from the s t a t e s , will assess
proposals for solving the depletion problem from the standpoint of
the region and of the nation.

These two concepts,

identification

of potential solutions and regional and national impact assessment,
will likely form the cornerstone of the study as it is used for
shaping public policy.
According to the schedule drawn up by the High Plains Council,
the study is currently about midway to completion.

The final

report is scheduled for presentation to Congress in late 1982, but
the Council is to receive the finished study several months before
then.

The Army Corps of Engineers report is due out in late 1981,

and the state studies are scheduled to be completed in May, 1982.
Water depletion in the Ogallala Aquifer region naturally c o n 
cerns states not directly affected by the problem.

Many areas

whose economies depend heavily on the goods and services from the
High Plains are awaiting the study results with great anticipation.
For many states adjoining the.Ogallala region, particularly those
in the arid West,

the news of the aquifer depletion comes at a time

when they are concerned about their own water resources.
ing water demands from agriculture, municipalities,

Increas

fish and wild-

17
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life interests and energy production are evident in several western
states.

The concern among the citizens and leaders in those states

is that water resources will not be sufficient to support projected
in-state requirements.

Consequently,

some western states are appre

hensive about proposals to transfer large volumes of water from one
basin to another and from one state to another.
Those portions of the Ogallala study examining water transfer
feasibility are not yet complete.

The Army Corps of Engineers study

is to be finished by the end of 1981, while the report of the gener
al contractor will likely be out sometime later.
Under the terms
50
of the Water Resources Development Act, the study is to "examine
the feasibility of various alternatives to provide adequate water
supplies in the area including . . . the transfer of water from
adjacent areas . . . "

The original Corps of Engineers plan for the

Ogallala study specified six potential water sources and transfer
51
routes for evaluation.
Those six sources and routes included
transfers from the Missouri River near Fort Peck Reservoir in
northeastern Montana south to western Nebraska; from the Missouri
River near Fort Randall Dam in southeastern South Dakota southwestwar d to e a s t e m Colorado and southwestern Nebraska; from the
Missouri River at St. Joseph, Missouri southwestward to southwest
ern Kansas; from the Niobrara River in northern Nebraska south to
central Nebraska; and two transfers from Arkansas westward to east52
ern New Mexico and the Oklahoma and Texas panhandles.
Last year, however, on recommendation from the Corps, the Eco
nomic Development Administration and the general contractor, the
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High Plains Council scaled down the number of water transfer studies
53
from six to four.
Cost-benefit analyses and environmental evalua
tions are n o w being conducted for the four proposals.

The original

proposals for transfers from the Missouri River near Fort Peck and
from the Niobrara River have been dropped from further study.

Avail

able data on the four proposals still under study is as follows;
— The transfer from the Missouri River at Fort Randall Dam
would proceed across Nebraska to E a s t e m Colorado,
the southern High Plains.

then south to

The terminal storage points include the

South Fork of the Republican River near Bonny Reservoir,
sas River near Dodge City, Kansas,

the Arkan

the Canadian River near Canadian,

Texas and Bull Lake near Littlefield, Texas.

(Further study on this

alternative has been deferred pending discussions with Nebraska
officials.)
--One proposal for transfering water from Arkansas to Texas,
Oklahoma and N e w Mexico would tap the White River at Clarendon, the
Arkansas River at Pine Bluff,

the Quachita River at Camden,

the Red

River at Fulton, the Sulphur River at Darden, Texas and the Sabine
River at Tatum, Texas.

The major terminal storage point would be

Bull Lake.
--The other plan involving Arkansas would tap the White River
at Clarendon, the Arkansas River at Van Buren,
at Camden and the Red River at Fulton.

the Quachita River

Major terminal storage points

include the Canadian River near Canadian, Texas,

the Arkansas River

near Dodge City, Kansas and Bull Lake.
--The transfer from the Missouri River at St. Joseph, Missouri
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would travel southwestward through Kansas and link up with the
routes described for the Fort Randall Dam and second Arkansas
alternatives.

The major terminal storage points would be the

Arkansas River near Dodge City, Kansas,

the Canadian River near

Canadian, Texas and Bull Lake.
Pumping rates, annual pumpage and instream or base flow figures
for each of the alternatives under study have not yet been determin-

The interbasin transfer studies form a significant element of
the High Plains Ogallala study both for the High Plains states, the
states containing potential water export points, headwaters states,
and down stream states.

The possibilities for intra- and interstate

disputes and state and national disputes over allocations for water
transfers are clearly evident.

The High Plains Council has recog

nized these potentials and has issued a series of resolutions and
assurances regarding water transfer studies^^ Acknowledging the need
for "friendly and equitable understanding" among the states involved,
the Council stated, among others, the following concepts and assurS6
ances regarding possible transfers:
(1) The present uses and prospective future needs for
beneficial purposes. . . in the potential basin(s) of
origin of surplus water will be considered as having
prior rights to the water involved.
Likewise, present
uses from and prospective future demands on the
stream(s) concerned in those areas of the exporting
state(s) outside the basin(s) of origin in accordance
with state water plans, will be considered as having
prior rights.
Only those amounts of water estimated
to be surplus to . . . present uses and future needs
will be recognized as being potentially available for
exportation to the High Plains-Ogallala Region.
(2> Existing compacts, water rights, contracts and
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commitments will be considered to remain in effect
in estimating exportable surpluses.
(3) Future upstream depletions and future downstream
flow requirements for instream uses will be estimated
in calculating potential surpluses.
Instream uses to
be considered include, but are not limited to, fish
and wildlife, navigation, quality control, hydropower
generation, recreation and aesthetics. . . .
(8) No interbasin transfer will be recommended for
the High Plains-Ogallala Region, except on the basis
of full and frank discussions with potential export
ing states and other states directly involved of all
relevant issues of water availability, equity, pre
sent commitments, mutual benefits and assurances con
sidered necessary by such state(s) for protection.
The Council has further resolved that these concepts and assurances
will

form the basis for discussions of diversion and transfer alter

natives and that those groups conducting the Ogallala study "shall
contact affected states and initiate technical discussions" of the
57
transfer proposals.
Among the states affected by the proposed water transfers are
those in which the water rises -- the headwaters states.

Montana

is the headwaters state for the Missouri River, yet it has no repre
sentation on the High Plains Council.

State officials have, how-eg

ever attended Council meetings at the invitation of the members.
Although Montana is not now being considered as a potential water
exporting state to the High Plains region, the peculiar nature of
the resource dictates that additional allocations downstream will
necessarily have some impact upstream.

Consequently, proposals for

major interbasin transfers combined with increasing instate demands
for water are causing headwaters states such as Montana to become
concerned about the availability of water for future beneficial
uses.

The emphasis of the concepts and assurances stated by the
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High Plains Council is that future needs of affected states as
described in state water plans will be considered in determining
available water for export.
on state water plans,

This places considerable importance

something Montana has as yet not adopted.

In

deed, the situation with regard to water rights and water alloca
tion in Montana is unique among the western states.

Montana has

lagged behind other states in developing a comprehensive water man
agement system.

For that reason, and because the Missouri River is

a realistic source for water to replenish the declining Ogallala
reserves,

this paper now turns to an examination of water law and

policy in Montana.
IV.

MONTANA PERSPECTIVE
Any water development project such as recharge of the Ogallala

formation is bound to cause a measure of concern in upstream and
headwaters states.

These states must ask what influence the devel

opment may have on future upstream projects.

Will they be limited

in their own use of water because of huge downstream appropriations?
Another question is raised by the involvement of the federal govern
ment in the recharge study.

Is an upstream state powerless to

block such appropriations if the diversions are authorized by C on
gress?

What measure of control can an upstream state exercise in

order to ensure that the rights and interests of its citizens are
adequately protected?

Or, how can a state ensure that adversely

affected water users are properly compensated for their losses?
These and other questions abut the Ogallala study are being heard
with increasing frequency in Montana.
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Throughout the past century Montana has generally been bless
ed with adequate water supplies to satisfy the state's needs.
a

It is

relatively unpopulated state with a number of major river systems,

Until recently the primary demand for the state's water came from
agriculture, and in most cases supplies have been ample to satisy
that demand.

With the onset of the "energy crisis" and the empha

sis on coal development in eastern Montana,
water have escalated significantly.

industrial demands for

At the same time many areas

of the state have experienced population growth.

Water demands

from many of the state's major municipalities have consequently
increased.

N e w irrigation techniques have allowed additional

acreage to be put under cultivation, increasing agriculture's need
for water.

These new in-state water requirements have led environ

mentalists and recreationists to demand sufficient in-stream flows
to assure the integrity of the river systems themselves.
Now faced with the prospect of a major downstream water project
Montanans find that competition for water in the state's streams
extends beyond political boundaries.

Unfortunately for all parties

involved, Montana is not now in a position to compete with its sis
ter states for an equitable share of water.

Unlike most of the

western states, Montana really has no handle on in-state water
appropriations and water use.

The state did not have a uniform

system for acquiring and recording water rights until 1973.

The

appropriations made before that time were generally unregulated,
often grossly inflated and sometimes unrecorded.

As a result,

officials currently have little idea how much water is put to
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state

beneficial use in Montana or who is appropriating the water.

In

addition, the state currently has no formal plan outlining future
water uses and priorities.
Clearly this situation makes an equitable interstate water
apportionment much more difficult.

Whether the apportionment is

done at the bargaining table or by the courts,

the uncertainty

surrounding Montana's current water usage and future needs casts
doubts about the equity of any final determination.
These problems have not, however, gone unnoticed in Montana.
The state is currently trying to correct some of the oversights of
the past.

Headway has been made, but in order to appreciate fully

the dimensions of the problem it is necessary to examine briefly
development of the state’s water law and water policy.
Montana has an ambivalent and contradictory legal history r e 
garding water.

The first Montana Territorial Legislature met in

Bannack on January 11, 1865.

On that day the legislature adopted

the English Common Law, which included the "riparian doctrine" of
59
water rights.
The riparian doctrine, which holds in the eastern
United States, is generally well suited to areas with moderate to
heavy rainfall where cultivation can be successful without artificial
irrigation.

The doctrine grants landowners along a stream equal

rights to put the water to "reasonable use."

It does not provide

for diversion of water away from the streambank.

Settlers in the

western U.S., particularly the early miners and prospectors, found
this system of water allocation unsuited to arid country where water
is often needed some distance from the stream.

Early settlers in
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the arid West therefore developed their own system of water alloca60
tion known as the "appropriation doctrine." The appropriation system
differs from the riparian system in three fundamental aspects.
water may be diverted from the stream.

Second, a priority system

is established under the appropriation doctrine,
in time is the first in right."

First,

so that "the first

In other words, a n e w appropriator

from a given water source may appropriate water only insofar as it
does not adversely affect the interests of a prior appropriator.
Also, the appropriation system provides that water be put to a
"beneficial" rather than "reasonable" use.
Since the riparian doctrine included in the English Common Law
was not suited to the needs of the fledgling territory,

the early

lawmakers attempted to embrace the provisions of the prior appropri
ation system.
arian doctrine,

On January 12, 1865, one day after adopting the rip
the territorial legislators passed a rather ambigu

ous act designed to extend the appropriation doctrine to agricul61
tural pursuits.
The law, patterned closely after a similar Colorado
fi

?

statute, authorized diversion of water to both riparian and n o n 
riparian lands.

In the case of water scarcity,

three commissioners

were to divide the waters of a stream among the water users "in a
just and equitable proportion ... with due regard to the legal
rights of all."

Montana thus seemed to have accepted the provisions

of both water rights doctrines, and despite legislative and judicial
fi %

attempts to clarify the situation,
until some 55 years later.

the matter was not finally settled

In 1921 the Montana Supreme Court held

that the appropriation system, rather than the riparian system, was to
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be the law of the land in Montana.

In the case Mettler v. Ames

Realty^^the court held, "our conclusion is that the common law
doctrine of riparian rights has never prevailed in Montana since
the enactment of the Bannack Statutes in 1865, and that it is u n 
suited to the conditions here . . . "

Montana thus discarded the

riparian system and joined the other Rocky Mountain states in
accepting the prior appropriation system.
Despite the state's belated acceptance of a system for appor
tioning water, confusion and controversy over water rights persist
ed.

Although there was a single system of apportionment, the method

for acquiring water rights under the system remained unclear.

Since

the time of the first settlement, ranchers and miners throughout
the state had been diverting water from the state's streams for use
in mining and ranching operations.

The early state and territorial

lawmakers, however, failed to make any provisions for recording the
water uses.

As more people moved into the state and water became

scarce during dry years, cries went up to establish a water rights
registration system.

Consequently, in 1883 a bill patterned after

the California registry law of 1872 was introduced in the Montana
legislature.

A lively debate developed between chose who favored a

water rights records system and those who favored the simple rules
of the frontier^^ The bill finally passed the legislature, only to
be vetoed by Gov. John S. Crosby.
A similar registration bill was introduced in t>ie 1885 legis
lative session, and this time the bill was signed into law by Gov.
B. Platt Carpenter^^ The law required water appropriators to post
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a notice of the intended appropriation at the point of diversion,
file a copy of the notice with the county clerk and recorder and
begin construction on the diversion within 40 days, continuing with
"due diligence" toward completion of the project^^ The requirements
of the 1885 law seemed to be a step in the right direction, but the
filing procedure had a number of disadvantages.

The law failed to

place a limit on the amount of water that could be claimed, and as
a result, appropriators generally claimed more water than they need
ed.

Exaggerated and speculative claims were common, and appropria

tors sometimes totalled many times more than the amount of water in
the stream.

In addition, the registration law failed to provide

any method for proving the claim until the rights were determined
by court adjudication.

No record was kept in the county courthouses

of whether water users completed their proposed diversions, and
until the rights was adjudicated, no one could distinguish perfected
claims from unperfected ones.
in another respect.

Courthouse records were incomplete

Since most streams flow through more than one

county, records for each stream were scattered throughout the various

68

counties.

The registration law certainly had inadequacies, but it at
least provided a uniform procedure for acquiring water rights.

How

ever, many early settlers ignored the law and continued to put water
to use in the manner they were accustomed.

These "use rights" were

acquired by simply diverting water and putting it to beneficial use
without registering the use with any governmental entity.

As a r e 

sult, the records obtained through the registration requirement were
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not only scattered and inaccurate,
plete.

they were also woefully incom

This problem was exacerbated in 1897 when the state supreme

court ruled that compliance with the registration requirement

was

not necessary to establish a legally defensible water right^^The
ruling legitimized the thousands of use rights claimed throughout
the state at that time and left Montanans with three different
methods for acquiring water rights:
requirements,

(1) following the registration

(2) simply putting water to use^ and (3) determination

by court adjudication.
Aside from the problems with acquiring water rights through
registration and use rights, adjudicated rights also posed a number
of uncertainties.

The statute providing for stream adjudication

by private parties read in part:
In any action hereafter commenced for the protection
of rights acquired to water under the laws of this
state, the plaintiff may make any or all persons who
have diverted water from the same stream or source,
parties to such action, and the court may in one
judgment settle the relative priorities and rights
of all the parties to such action . . ..70
(emphasis added).
This provision did not require that all water users in the vicinity
be included in the adjudication procedure.

It also did not compel

unknown persons who may have later claimed prior right to come for
ward and prove the claim?^ This led to the inconclusiveness of a
72
number of water right adjudications.
Basically,

the problem was

that the system established by the adjudication statute was design
ed not to adjudicate streams or portions of streams, but rather to
settle disputes between those appropriators who brought the issue
73
before the court.
Accordingly,

"(s)uch a suit is not designed to
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finally determine the allocation and distribution among appropria
tors of a distinct quantity or source of water.

. . but rather

...

to fragment the water supply and adjudicate parts of it among some
users without relationship to the whole body of water . . .."
Since there was no requirement that all users on a stream be in
cluded in the adjudication,

those who were not included often contin

ued to appropriate water to the detriment of those who were party
to the decree.
One final problem plagued Montana's system of water rights.
State law did not provide for an organized and orderly administration
of water rights unless there had been litigation between the water
users. As

a result, the only way water users could obtain authorita

tive administration

of

rights from a given water source was for the

situation

to become so

critical that alaw suit was initiated.

In

effect, a

community of

water users had to suffer a complete break

down before it could obtain help in administering its water rights?^
Surprisingly,

these problems and inadequacies in Montana's

water law did not substantially hinder water users from obtaining
the water they needed.

There were disputes and complaints about the

system during dry years, but the problem did not gain much attention
until recently.

That is not to say no one recognized the problem.

Bills to revise and improve the state's water rights system were
periodically introduced in the state legislature^^but as long as
most users were generally getting the water they needed lawmakers
were reluctant to overhaul the system.
This legislative complacency toward water rights began to fade
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in the late 1960s when the prospect of large-scale coal development
on the northern plains loomed on the horizon.

For the first time

the argicultural interests that figured strongly in the state's
economy and legislature became concerned about large-scale industrial
water appropriations.

Also during that time Congress approved a

measure authorizing the Secretary of Interior to investigate the
feasibility of importing water to the southwest "from sources out77
side the natural drainage basins" of that area.
In response to
these developments,

the 1967 Montana legislature created the Montana

Water Resoruces Board to prepare an inventory of current water uses
and projected needs.

However,

the Board was severely hampered in

its task by the lack of an accurate, centralized water rights records
system.

Nevertheless, both the 1967 and 1969 legislatures failed to

78
pass bills that would have established such a system.
In 1972, Montana voters elected delegates to a constitutional
convention, and one of the delegates'
water resources.

concerns was for the state's

This concern was expressed in Article IX of the

new constitution drawn up by the delegates and approved by the
state's voters in November,

1972:

"All . . . waters within the . . .

state are the property of the state for the use of its people and
are subject to appropriation for beneficial uses as provided by
law."

79
While this provision appears to have little legal basis, it

does belie the convention delegates' anxiety over the precarious
nature of Montana's water rights system.

More importantly. Article

IX also contains a provision requiring the legislature to "establish
a system of centralized records" for water rights.
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The legislature responded to these constitutional dictates by
80
passing the 1973 Montana Water Use Act.
Among other things, the
Water Use Act is an attempt to revamp and modernize the state’s
system of water rights.

Under the Act's requirements, each new

water use orginiating after July 1, 1973 requires a permit from the
state Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC).
Permitted rights are recorded with state and county governments
and criteria such as need and available supply must be met before
a permit is issued.

This system provides accurate records and

even-handed, orderly administration of water rights.

Unfortunately,

by July 1, 1973 much of the available surface water in Montana,
particularly in smaller tributaries, had already been appropriated.
While acknowledging the validity of these existing appropriations,
the Water Use Act also mandated a state-wide water rights adjudica
tion procedure to establish and record all claims to Montana water
originating prior to July 1, 1973.

This procedure also has a bear

ing on permitted rights in that all permits issued are "conditional"
pending court determination of existing rights in the water source.
As it was originally set up, adjudication was to proceed on a
drainage -by-drainage basis with DNRC responsible for selecting
the drainage and initating the process.

The department chose the

Powder River Basin in southeastern Montana as the first area for
adjudication,

l^en several years passed and work on the Power was

still not complete, it became clear that the stream-by-stream
approach would be far too slow to adjudicate the 300,000
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DNRC

estimates exist throughout the state

Under the original adjudica

tion statute, DNRC was ordered to petition the district court to
order all persons claiming existing rights to come forward and d e 
clare their claims.

The department was to assess the claims and

make recommendations to the court, and the court was to issue a
decree on each of the claims.

This process proved unsatisfactory

and in order to establish a faster, more comprehensive adjudication,
O 1

the 1979 legislature passed Senate Bill 76, generally revising the
adjudication procedure.
Instead of placing the onus on DNRC for initiating the adjudi
cation process, SB 76 requires individual water users across the
state to take positive action to secure their rights.

Each appro

priator claiming an existing right must file a claim for the right
no later than January 1, 1982.

If a claim is not submitted by the

deadline, the right is presumed to be abandoned.

Montana has been

divided into four water districts and a state district court judge
in each of the districts has been selected as "water judge."

The

judges, assisted by water masters and DNRC, will issue preliminary
decrees on each of the claims submitted in the district.

If no

objection to the preliminary decree is lodged within 90 days, a
final decree is to be issued.

If objections are raised, hearings

will be held prior to issuance of the final decree.
Since the 1972 constitutional convention, a primary reason
stated for instituting the adjudication process has been concern
among state officials and water users over protecting Montana's
82
present and future water requirements.
The often expressed fear is
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that absent an accurate record system for existing rights, Montana
stands to lose those rights to out-of-state and new in-state
appropriators.

The current adjudication procedure is an attempt

to establish such a records system, but a couple of issues may
stand in the way of process.
One complication in the path of adjudicating all water rights
in Montana is the issue of water rights reserved to the state’s
83
seven Indian tribes under the Winters Doctrine.
SB 76 contains a
provision that allows the tribes to negotiate their reserved rights®^
but not all the tribes have agreed to negotiate.

In fact, several

tribes have filed suit in federal court asking that their water
85
rights,be adjudicated in federal rather than state court.
The prob
lem here for the state adjudication procedure is that if the tribes
are not included, a large amount of the water currently in use and
available for future use will simply escape review by state courts.
Most of the reservations were established fairly early in the state's
history, giving
ities.

the reserved water rights relatively senior prior

In addition,

the water uses that fall under the reserved

doctrine are fairly open-ended in terms of quantity.
Indian

Also, if

rights are adjudicated in federal court, Montana would in

many cases have two separate jurisdictions allocating water from
the same source,
In addition to the rights reserved for the Indian tribes, the
federal government also has rights reserved for use on federal land
in Montana,
tified,

Like the Indian rights,

these rights are as yet unquan

Like other western states, Montana has a considerable amount
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of federal land, and if the reserved water rights appurtenant to
those lands are not included in the adjudication process, the end
result of the procedure will be much less conclusive.
Fortunately for Montana, the various federal agencies respon
sible for administering federal land in the state have been cooper-

86 The forest service and

ative regarding the adjudication process.
Bureau of Land Management,

the two major federal agencies, along

with the national park service are currently trying to inventory
87
their water rights in order to comply with the provisions of SB 76.
However, it is unclear whether the federal agencies will submit
claim forms for their reserved rights or try to arrive at a negoti
ated settlement with the state.

Under the terms of SB 76, a state

reserved rights compact commission was created and given the author
ity to negotiate reserved rights with the Indian tribes and the
federal government.

As mentioned,

the tribes have so far been some

what reluctant to enter into formal talks with the state, but p re
liminary meetings have been held between the compact commission and
the federal agencies.
State Rep. Daniel K e m m i s , a member of the commission, said the
Argiculture and Interior Departments have met with the commission
and have indicated a willingness to come to an agreement on the ex
tent of federal reserved rights.

Kemmis said the Agriculture Depart

ment has taken on the role of "lead agency" for negotiations with
the state, but that none of the agencies involved have made a firm
decision on whether they will negotiate or submit claim forms for
their rights.

The Carter administration encouraged federal agencies
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to negotiate their water rights, Kemmis said, and it is likely the
Reagan administration's position will be the same.

Kemmis said the

commission had hoped to come to a quick agreement with the federal
agencies, but that federal bureaucratic procedures had slowed the
process.
DNRC attorney and compact

commission member David Ladd said

delays in the negotiations with the federal agencies had caused
some concern as to whether the talks could be completed before the
O Q

SB 76 filing deadline of January 1, 1982.

However, a law passed by

the 1981 Montana Legislature has eased some of that concern, Ladd
said.

The law, HE 667, provides that while federal agencies and

Indian■tribes are negotiating their reserved rights with the compact
commission, their obligation to file water rights claims for those
rights is suspended.

The suspension is to remain in effect until

July 1, 1985, or as long as negotiations are continuing or ratifica
tion of a completed compact is pending.

HE 667 also provides that

any party involved in the negotiations may terminate the talks, but
that

" t h e tribe or federal agency shall file all its claims for

reserved rights within 60 days of thç termination of negotiations."
While it is encouraging that the federal agencies are willing
to sit down and talk with the state about the extent of federal
reserved water rights,
July 1, 1985 is not.

the fact that a settlement is not due until
These rights are as yet unquantified; no one

is sure of the amount of water reserved to federal lands in Montana,
and no one is completely certain as to the priority of the re serva
ge
tions.
However, most people do agree that the reserved rights are
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an important component of the water rights picture in Montana.

If

the state must wait until 1985 or longer to include the federal
reserved rights in the general adjudication,
will be slowed considerably.

the overall process

And if in the meantime, Montana is

faced with the prospect of a major downstream water project,

the

state will be at a distinct disadvantage in terms of proving how
much water it needs to satisfy all the legitimate rights.
Another problem with the state-wide adjudication revolves
around the procedure itself,

Montana is far behind other mountain

states in adjudicating water rights,

Wyoming,

for example, estab

lished an adjudication system as early as 1890, while the other
mountain and western states all have long established systems for
90
acquiring and recording water rights.
With hundreds of thousands
of outstanding claims, Montana is attempting to do in a very short
time what has taken other states decades to accomplish.

The task

facing the state is massive, and some commentators have questioned
qi
the wisdom of such an ambitious undertaking.
That pessimisim is
understandable considering the procedural problems that have already
become apparent.
The filing deadline of January 1, 1982 is less than nine months
away.

Yet so far fewer than 20 percent of the estimated rights

92
across the state have been filed on.
That means a flood of appli
cations will likely come in during the final weeks before the dead
line.

Many DNRC field offices are already unable to keep up with

the workload, and the situation is likely to get much worse as the
deadline draws closer.

In addition, confusion persists among water
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users as to the requirements of the filing procedure, resulting in
a large percentage of incorrect filings.

Since many of the old

filed appropriations were for exaggerated amounts,

some water users

are claiming the amount of water noted in the filing rather than
the amount of water they actually use.

Also, the old use rights

are difficult to document since many of the persons who originally
made use of the water or who have knowledge of the use have since
died.

Although these are valid rights, there is often no available

first-hand knowledge of when the use began and how much water has
histrocially been used.
These problems will likely be passed on to the water judge,
thereby increasing the time between the filing deadline and issuance
of the preliminary decree.

The judges and their staffs will be

forced to sift through a.large number of hastily prepared, incorrect
or exaggerated filings without the benefit of adequate personnel
to field check each of the claims.

As if that probable bottleneck

were not enough, preliminary decrees for exaggerated amounts of
water will undoubtably provoke numerous objections from neighbors
who might be adversely affected by the decree.

The consequent hear

ings process could be quite expensive and time consuming.
The probable end result of these complications is that
adjudication process will take more time than anticipated.

the
Opt i

mistic estimates are that adjudication can be accomplished within
five years.

Less optimistic guesses range from 20 to 100 years.

The important thing is that the process will take considerable time
-- something the state may not have if it hopes to have its water
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rights system in order prior to major disputes over interstate water
allocation.
Aside from the adjudication procedure,

the Water Use Act con

tains another provision that may have a bearing on interstate alloca
tion.

The Act provides that state and federal agencies may apply

for water reservations, including instream flow, for present or
future beneficial uses.

The reservation process for instream flow

basically withdraws specified quantities of water from future con
sumptive use.

Reservations for instream flow on the Yellowstone

River, for example, total 5.5 million acre-feet annually of an
average yearly flow of 8.6 million acre-feet.

The instream use on

the Yellowstone was granted to allow for future municipal needs
and to preserve aquatic ecosystems and fisheries habitats.
The reservation process is a controversial one in Montana,
and unsuccessful attempts were made in both the 1979 and 1981 legis
latures to repeal the law.

Proponents of the reservation theory

argue that it is an innovative method of protecting the state's
streams from over appropriation.

Despite assurances from water law

experts, opponents of the reservation statute argue that once an
instrcam reservation is made,

the water will be unavailable for

future reallocation if other uses are necessary.

Opponents fear

that instream water reservations will allow downstream states to
93
appropriate "Montana water." •
A key factor in whether instream reservations would be perman
ent and available for downstream appropriation is the state's policy
regarding future water needs and priorities.

Generally states set
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forth such policies in state water plans.

These plans are usually

given considerable weight in in-state and interstate allocation
decisions.

As noted, the High Plains Study Council has assured

potential exporting states that " . . .
pective future demands on the stream(s)

present uses from and pros
. . . in . . . the export

ing state(s)

. . . in accordance with state water plans, will be
94
considered as having prior rights.” In other words, the Council
has resolved to consider only that amount of water in excess of
needs specified in state water plans as being available for expor
tation to the Ogallala area.
Officials in Montana have long been aware of the importance of
a water plan for protecting the state's water.

A statute providing

for such a plan has been in effect since 1967.

Section 85-1-101(10),

M.C.A. clearly states;

"To . . . protect the waters of Montana from

diversion to other areas of the nation,
comprehensive,

it is essential that a

coordinated multiple-use water resource plan be pro

gressively formulated, to be known as the "state water plan."

DNRC

has been charged with the responsibility for formulating the plan^^
but a comprehensive plan has not yet been completed.

Instead, a

number of limited water resource studies have been done, none of
which provides a sound management plan.

Despite comments from one

writer that "(a) comprehensive and realistic plan will do the most
toward assuring that Montana has sufficient supplies of water for
96
her future development,"
the extent of that future development
could well be decided by downstream appropriations.
One final aspect of Montana water law bears examination in light
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of the Ogallala recharge study.

Similar to provisions in Wyoming

and Idaho, Montana law provides that any diversion of water within
the state for use outside the state requires prior approval of the
97
state legislature.
This particular statute has existed realatively
unchallenged since 1921.

Certainly if the proposal to transfer

water from the Fort Peck Reservoir to the Ogallala area were still
under consideration, the law would not escape close scrutiny.
the situation now stands,

As

the law will probably not come under

challenge as a result of the Ogallala study.

Nevertheless, the

statute provides an insight into the way water resources are view
ed in Montana.

Beginning with this 1921 law and continuing through

the 1972 state constitutional provisions, Montana law has consis
tently held that all the water of the state

is

held in trust for

the people of the state to be put to beneficial use within the
state.

Clearly these provisions raise certain constitutional

questions.

A long line of U.S. Supreme Court cases have held that

the waters of interstate streams are to be shared equitably among
98
the states involved.
The issue of legislative approval for out-ofstate diversion, however, is less clqar-cut.
Two contrary views exist on the issue of the constitutional
ity of statutes requiring legislative approval for water exporta
tion.

The oldest of the two views upholds such prohibitions as

legitimate exercises of a state's police power.

The view stems

from a 1908 U.S. Supreme Court case, Hudson County Water Co. v.
McCarter, that upheld a New Jersey statute which read:
be unlawful

...

to transport . . . the water

...

"It shall

of this state
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99
into any other state, for use therein."

The more recent view is

that such a statute is an unconstitutional burden on interstate
commerce.

In a 1966 case, Altus v. C a r r , the supreme court upheld

a lower court ruling striking down a Texas statute that read as
follows;

"No one shall withdraw water from any underground source

in this state for use in any other state . . . unless authorized by
100
the Texas Legislature. .
Regarding the relative weight to be
accorded these two divergent views, one writer commented that "while
it is doubtful that Altus is the law with respect to interstate use
of water,

it is also doubtful that the unlimited control permitted
101
by McCarter remains viable in all respects." As a result, the same
writer continued,

"the major provisions (in statutes banning expor102
tation) are unconstitutional."
As is evident from the foregoing discussion, Montana still has

some distance to travel in upgrading its water laws.

Consequently,

the state will likely find itself at a disadvantage in an interstate
water allocation such as that possible under the Ogallala recharge
plan.

In addition, inadequacies in Montana's laws will also make

an equitable apportionment of water more difficult from the stand
point of downstream states.

These statements become more clear

after examining the various methods available for allocating inter
state water.
V.

ALLOCATION ALTERNATIVES

‘

Disputes over interstate water allocation have traditionally
been settled in one of three forums -- equitable apportionment by
the U.S. Supreme Court, congressional apportionment and interstate
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compacts.

More recently, changing economies in some western states

have prompted discussion of establishing firmer property rights in
water to allow freer market exchange.

If water importation plans

for the Ogallala area are approved, the action will likely spark
some dissension and the issue will probably surface in one of these
forums.

From the viewpoint of the State of Montana,

the choice of

the forum is important since the various allocation methods emphasize
different factors in arriving at a final determination.

However,

the problems inherent in Montana's system of water law and policy
pointed out in the previous section would tend to work a hardship
on all parties involved, regardless of the allocation forum.

The

following section attempts to analyze each of the forums within the
context of M o n t a n a ’s water rights system and the Ogallala study.
Equitable Apportionment
An equitable apportionment suit is generally brought by one
state against another seeking adjudication of the waters of an
interstate source.

In such actions,

the U.S. Supreme Court acts

as the trial court and the portion of water allocated to each state
under the proceeding is in turn allocated intrastate according to
state water law.

The equitable apportionment doctrine was first
103
advanced in 1907 in the case Kansas v. Colorado.
The dispute arose
over the use of waters in the Arkansas River, a stream that rises
in Colorado and flows east into Kansas.

Colorado contended that

under its system of prior appropriation, it had the right to appro
priate all the water in the river for beneficial use.

Kansas, which

recognized riparian rights, argued that it had a right to the natural
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flow of the stream.

Since the two states had dissimilar systems

of water law, the court ruled that each state stood on an equal
level and was entitled to a just and reasonable share of the water.
The court did not, however, grant specific amounts of water to
each state.

Rather,

it said the equitable apportionment was to be

a division of the benefits derived from the flow of the river.

The

court did not set standards as to how the benefits were to be
divided because the case was dismissed when Kansas failed to show
it was being materially harmed by the Colorado appropriations.
In later cases involving disputes between states with similar
allocation systems,
apportionment.

the court expanded the concept of equitable
104
In Wyoming v. Colorado, the court found that since

both states followed the prior appropriation doctrine, use of that
doctrine to settle interstate disputes "cannot be other than emin
ently just and equitable to all concerned."

But that decision was
105
tempered by the court's holding in Nebraska v. W y o m i n g . Here the

court noted that in some instances, "strict adherence to the prior
ity rule may not be possible."

Although each of states involved in

the suit, Nebraska, Wyoming and Colorado, followed the appropriation
doctrine, the court held that " (a)pportionment calls for the exer
cise of an informed judgment on a consideration of many factors.
Priority of appropriation is the guiding principle.
and climatic conditions,

the consumptive use of water . . . the rate

of return flows, the extent of established uses.
relevant factors."

But physical

. . these are all

This seems to indicate a willingness on the

part of the court to consider factors other than strict priority in
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determining interstate allocations.

Although it pertains only to

disputes among states that follow the appropriation doctrine,

this

rule seems equitable since downstream states often developed first
and would therefore have senior rights compared to upstream states
settled at a later time.
In Nebraska v. W y o m i n g , the court cautioned that its list of
factors to be considered in interstate allocation was "merely an
illustrative not an exhaustive catalogue."

Nevertheless, the list

may provide some insight into how the court might approach a suit
over interstate allocation of water for transfer to the Ogallala
Aquifer area.

If, for example,

the transfer involved, allocation

of Missouri River water and was of sufficient quantity to adversely
affect existing uses,

the basic issue would be a decision as to

which uses of the water would have to be discontinued in order to
solve the conflict.

The court would probably apply the mitigating

concepts noted in Nebraska v. Wyoming along with the principle of
priority in order to allocate the water between competing uses.
The key concept here is competition among existing uses.

While the

court has recognized that "the economy of a region may have been
established on the basis of junior appropriations" and those uses
106
"should be protected," some of those uses could conceivably be lost
to areas that have higher agricultural production capabilities.
From Montana's perspective, a couple of issues appear to be
relevant.

David Ladd, an attorney for DNRC has observed that "a

state water plan which mirrors the factors enumerated by the court
in {Jyoming v. Nebraska) would be of greatest effect in protecting
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the state's waters from out-of-state interests in an action for
107
equitable apportionment."
In order to work to the best advantage
in an equitable apportionment, Ladd continues,

such a state plan ought

to favor those water uses upon which established local economies
depend.

Those uses would include agriculture and perhaps instream

flow reservations.

While future uses listed in the state plan

would not carry as much weight as established uses,
perhaps give some consideration to them, Ladd notes.

the court would
The problem

for M o n t a n a , ofcourse, is that the state has yet to formulate a
water plan.

If the state is involved in an equitable apportionment

suit in the near

future, chances are good it will enter the litiga

tion without the benefit of a comprehensive plan.
Another problem arises with judicial allocation of water
among existing uses.
have an accurate

As noted earlier, Montana currently does not

record of uses established prior to 1973.

of appropriations are scattered and incomplete,

some

Records

decrees are

inflated and inconclusive, and many established uses have never
been recorded.

The

state is making an attempt to rectify this

situation, but the job will undoubtedly require several years.

In

the meantime, the poor records system could hinder the ability of
the court to make a truly equitable apportionment.
the Missouri River, the

In the case of

court would no doubt attempt to quantify

the established uses in each of the states involved.
Missouri basin is quite large,

Since the

it would be both difficult and expen

sive to check each of the water users to determine how much water
is being used.

Instead,

the court would probably rely on the water
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rights records of each state.

If the court relied on Montana's

current system of water rights records, downstream users could be
adversely affected by inflated appropriations and decrees, while
holders of unrecorded rights in Montana might not be considered at
all.
Interstate Compacts
An interstate compact

is an agreement between two or more

states, approved by Congress, that allocates water from an inter
state source.

In general, both Supreme Court and congressional

policies express a preference for this vehicle to resolve inter
state disputes.

There are no established criteria for allocating

water as in equitable apportionment.

The terms of the compact may

be any upon which the parties can agree.

Unlike equitable appor

tionment which divides water between established uses, compacts
recognize and affirm established uses and divide the remaining u n 
allocated water between the states based on anticipated need.
Obviously this means a compact is much easier to negotiate for
those water sources that contain unallocated water at the time the
agreement is made.
As a rule, most commentators acknowledge a number of advantages
of the compact approach to interstate allocation.

First, the com

pact provides a means to administer the complicated questions of
interstate water allocation.

It also provides water users with

solid information about the amount of water available to them, and
thus stimulates development by removing the risk of losing the water
at a later date.

Second, the compact provides greater flexibility
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in administering the water source.

While judicial rulings are

limited to the dispute at hand, compacts can be written to allow
for changes in administration to conform to changing circumstances.
Since the court cannot rule on prospective uses or establish plans
to accommodate future changes, further judicial resolution can be
time-consuming and expensive.

Third, a compact can allow for pro^

fessional administration of the water according to the provisions
of the agreement.

Courts are not equipped to analyze the technical

issues involved in interstate water management.

Compact negotiators,

on the other hand, are usually experienced in the physical manage
ment of water and can better design an equitable and efficient
apportionment scheme.

In addition compacts usually establish a

compact commission made up of representatives of the states and the
108
federal government who work together to implement the agreement.
An interstate compact is basically a treaty between two or
more sovereigns.

Therefore,

its status as law is somewhat unusual.

A compact is as binding as an equitable apportionment decisions by
the court, yet the validity of the agreement does not depend on a
judicial order.

After the compact is negotiated and ratified by

the state legislatures and Congress gives its consent, the agreement
is incorporated in the codes of the signatory states as well as into
the federal codes.

This raises a question about the position of

interstate compacts in relation to state law.

Since the compact is

also a federal statute, it would likely override conflicting state
109
law by virtue of the Supremacy Clause.
Viewed another way, the com
pact as part of sate law, repeals by implication any conflicting state
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110
acts.
The position of compacts in relation to state constitutions
has also been an issue in a number of disputes.

While none of the

court decisions hold an interstate compact superior to state con
stitutions, it does seem clear the court would so rule if no other
111
112
grounds for settling the issue were available.
Dyer v. S i m s ,
the supreme court indicated it would not allow a state court's in
terpretation of the state constitution to overrule an interstate
compact:
It requires no elaborate argument to reject the
suggestion that an agreement solemnly entered
into between States by those who alone have
political authority to speak for a State can be
unilaterally nullified, or given final meaning
by an organ of one of the contracting States.
A State cannot be its own ultimate judge in a
controversy with a sister State.
Compacts can also have an impact on private water rights pre
viously established under state law.
In Hinderlander v. LaPlata
113
~
River & Cherry Creek Ditch C o . . the ditch company claimed it was
being deprived of its water right obtained by state decree through
administration of an interstate compact between Colorado and New
Mexico.

The court ruled that the ditch com p a n y ’s right was valid,

but could only be appropriated from Colorado's share of the water
as allocated in the compact.

The court ruled that the ditch company

could not have the right to water in excess of Colorado's share, yet
it also said that "the compact can not have taken from the ditch
company any vested right."

Nevertheless,

the water right granted

to the ditch company by an 1989 state court decree was diminished
by the compact signed in 1925.

As a result,

the ditch company was
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adversely affected by the compact even though the court ruled it
had not lost a vested property right.
One way to deal with the problem of rights lost due to inter
state compacts is for a state to consider compensating owners of
private rights adversely affected by the compact.

This could be

done during the negotiation process, and other signatory states
could be required to contribute a portion of the compensation.

In

Montana’s case, negotiating such compensation would undoubedly
prove difficult given the uncertainty surrounding the status of
most existing water rights.
state, including Montana,

It seems unreasonable to expect any

to compensate private water users based

on the current inflated appropriations and decrees.
The issue of compensation naturally arises only when a stream
is already overappropriated at the time the compact is negotiated.
The Missouri River still contains unappropriated water so compen
sation would probably not be a major stumbling block to a compact
allocating water between Montana and the Ogallala Aquifer states.
However, the emphasis during compact negotiations is on each state
obtaining an ample allocation to meet future demands.

For this

purpose, the most effective bargaining tool is a credible state
plan outlining future needs according to an established priority
ranking of water uses.

Montana, again, would be at a disadvantage

at the bargaining table without a state water plan.
compacts generally recognize established uses.

In addition,

It is doubtful that

any state would recognize the Montana rights currently recorded as
established and beyond dispute.
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Congressional Apportionment
Thus far, there has been only one instance of congressional
apportionment of interstate waters.

The doctrine arose with pass114
age of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, allocating waters from the
Colorado River and judicial interpretation of the Act in the Supreme
115
Court case, Arizona v. California.
Prior to the Act,

there had been numerous attempts to negoti

ate a compact dividing the waters of the Colorado between the seven
116
basin states.
The Colorado River Compact was finally singed after
a compromise suggested by then-Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover.

The compromise divided the basin into two portions -- upper

and lower -- and allocated equal amounts of the river water to each
portion.

The compact did not, however, allocate a specific amount

to each state.

Although several attempts were made, the states

could not agree on how to apportion the water among themselves.
In the meantime, pressures were mounting for construction of
the Boulder (now Hoover) Dam.

The dam was considered essential

for development of the arid Southwest.

Since there was no agreement

among the states on how to divide the water. Congress passed the
Boulder Canyon Project act authorizing construction of the dam and
apportioning the water.
following conditions:

The act was to take effect only under the
if fewer than seven states

Colorado River Compact within six months,

ratified the

then six states including

California had to : ratify the compact and California had to agree
to limit its consumption of the water allocated to the lower basin
states.

Arizona refused to ratify the compact, but California
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passed a statute limiting its consumption.

Constructon of the dam

was therefore authorized under the second condition.
The act accomplished an allocation of the water through a p r o 
vision which authorized the Secretary of Interior to make contracts
with individual water users for storage and delivery of water made
available through the project.

When a dispute over the allocation,

scheme came before the supreme court in Arizona v. California, the
court held:
In this case, we have decided that Congress has
provided its own method for allocating among the
Lower Basin states the mainstream water to which
they are entitled under the compact.
Where Con
gress has so exercised its Constitutional power
over waters, courts have no power to substitute
their o^m notions of an "equitable apportion
ment" for the apportionment chosen by Congress.
The court did not explain the constitutional source of power
for congressional apportionment.

It is apparently based on the
117
broad powers granted to Congress under the Commerce Clause, author
izing it to "regulate commerce . . . among the several states."
It is possible that the unique situation presented by the
Boulder Canyon Project Act does not offer much guidance in how water
could be allocated to the Ogallala area.

The congressional appor

tionment was a singular decision precipitated by a special set of
circumstances.

However, there are certain similarities between the

situation on the Colorado River and that developing with respect to
the Ogallala area.

If Missouri River water was to provide replen

ishment to the depleted aquifer,

it is quite likely the several

states involved could not agree by means of a compact on how the
waters ought to be divided.

The problems with Montana's water law
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and policy are only part of the overall difficulty.

The number of

states involved, as well as the time and expense of negotiation are
other factors to consider.

.

Just as the lower Colorado basin states

found, it could be a monumental task for the Missouri River basin
states to agree among themselves on an equitable apportionment
scheme.

In addition, just as the Boulder Canyon Project was consid

ered crucial to the development of the Southwest,

the declining

water reserves in the Ogallala region must be considered crucial
to that area,

if not to the entire nation.

Finally, just as Hoover

Dam could not have been constructed without federal funds, a trans
fer project as massive as any of those under consideration in the
Ogallala study could not be undertaken without the federal govern
ment assuming a huge portion of the cost.

Given the fact that the

Ogallala study was initiated as a result of a congressional direct?

,

ive, it is not far-fetched to speculate that if certain states
could not agree on how to allocate water to the aquifer area Con
gress would simply step in and do it for them.
From the perspective of any of the states potentially involved
in transfers to the Ogallala area, congressional apportionment
seems less than desirable.

The process bypasses state law altogether

and reduces state participation in determining the final allocation.
The fact that congressional apportionment has been implemented once
may be sufficient incentive f.or states to agree on some other
allocative method if it becomes necessary.
Approaches to Market Allocations
As large-scale energy development takes place in the West,
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some

areas will see a change in the primary economic activity.

Some

regions, previously dominated by grazing and irrigated agriculture
interests, will see a shift toward energy-production as the basic
industry.

This new activity will put a strain on western water

resources since coal-fired generation, gasification, liquefaction,
strip mining and oil shale mining

and processing operations all

require significant amounts of water.

Because water is in short

supply in m any of the areas where energy development is taking
place,

the new activity will also put a strain on water allocation

systems.
Although the prior appropriation system grew out of the cus
toms and practices of the early settlers, western water rights
systems were set up primarily to create a stable agriculture.

As

a result, changing a particular water right from agricultural to
any other use can be difficult and complicated-

That has led

energy companies to seek unappropriated water for their operations,
but they often find little water still remaining in many streams.
As a result,

some observers have called for changes in the alloca

tive structure to allow greater flexibility in changing existing
118
rights from agriculture to other uses.
Proposals for change range
from slight alterations in the present system to adoption of a
strict market approach to water allocation.

However, the basic

point is that any system ough-t to allow water to be used for its
most economically efficient purpose.
In that vein, law professor Frank J. Trelease has offered the
following "credo** for water law:
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Water law should provide for maximum benefits
from the use of the resource, and this end
should be reached by means of granting private
rights in water, secure enough to encourage
development and flexible enough for economic
forces to change them to better uses, and sub
ject to public regulation only when private
economic actions does not protect the public
interest.119

In other words, Trelease and others argue that use of water for a
more economically productive purpose ought to create a pressure
for a change in existing uses.

Water should be able to be purchased

at a price that is acceptable to the users and that will compensate
the displaced users with enough profit to induce the sale.

How

ever, Trelease notes that the above model does not function well
in practice, and he lists a number of factors -- historic, social,
and economic -- that account for the differences in the theoretical
120
model and the real world.
Historically, many states sought to provide security to agri
culture by prohibiting changes in use.

More recently, these out

right prohibitions have been modified, yet impediments to changes
in use remain.

For example, "A" may want to buy " B *s" water and

*'B" might be willing to sell.

However, both "A" and "B" may find

that "Ç" raises objections to block the sale.

"C" may indeed have

reason to complain since the transfer could adversely affect him.
In economic terms, the transaction between "A" and *'B" imposes an
"externality" on "C", by not including him in the bargain.

Courts

and legislatures have attempted to solve this problem by subjecting
transfers in water use to the rule that the transfer must not
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adversely affect other appropriators in the same source.

The

problem with this rule is that it is often quite difficult to prove
the factual questions that arise. For example, of the amount of
water diverted from a stream a portion is evaporated or consumed
by plants, another portion seeps into the ground and eventually
returns to the source.

Since the seepage can be used downstream,

downstream irrigators can hold the right to use the same water
molecules as the upstream appropriator.

,

Although courts have held

that transfers in use may involve only that water consumed by the
original use, downstream irrigators often find the best way to
121
avoid injury is to simply block the transfer.
Other considerations can- also work against transfers in water
uses.

An objector may, for example, be philosophically opposed to

the use of water for any purpose other than agriculture.

The West

has traditionally been a region of rural towns and wide open spaces.
The idea persists in much of the West that the use of water for agri
culture is the best use of the resource, and that it should not be
bought and sole in the marketplace like other articles of commerce.
Other objectors to transfers may be concered about environmental
and social changes brought about by industrialization.

Strip mines,

air and water pollution and the influx of construction workers to
small communities can disrupt lifestyles established more than a
century ago.

As a result,

some established water users may object

to a transfer in use in order to preserve a rural lifestyle and
the natural attributes of the land.

State courts and legislatures

have not successfully dealt with environmental and social problems
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122
associated with water transfers.

Thus far it has been quite diffi

cult to adapt the current legal framework to provide both a flexible
method for transfer and a suitable means for compensating economic,
environmental and social costs.
Frustration with the slow adaptability of western water law in
the face of rapid economic and social changes has mounted over the
past few years.

While some commentators argue for more legal and
123
policy guidelines for water allocation, others support substantially
fewer institutional restrictions and a greater freedom to allow
124
market forces to operate.
The latter group argues for a complete
"privatization" of water rights,

so that the property right vested

in water is much the same as that in land.

Individuals would then

be free to use and dispose of their water rights without undue inter
ference from courts and state and federal agencies.
Broadly worded legislation and planning policies result in
inefficient resource allocation, market supporters contend, because
they ignore "the individualist nature of social relationships and
. . . the role which markets play in allocating resources to compet125
ing uses. .
A comprehensive allocative scheme is therefore
impossible to construct because the only way the true value of the
resource can be determined is through market exchange.

Given the

private ownership of water resources, market advocates say, exter
nalities would also not be a problem:
functioned efficiently

a judicial system

. . . anyone who imposed costs on third parties

would be exposed to judicial sanctions,
As a result,

"If . . .

126
including class action suits."

the market pricing system would ensure that water
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resources are allocated to the production of those goods and services
with the highest social value.
The key to proper functioning of the market model described
above is establishment of firm private property rights in water.
Obviously,

this runs contrary to the present system in which laws,

compacts, policies and treaties govern the use of western water.
It also seems unlikely that an allocation system established many
years ago could realistically be tossed out the window in favor of
a new system.

Nevertheless, it is quite possible that the present

system will undergo certain changes to better accommodate changes
in use.

Creation of large water districts or other organizations

to allocate water could allow greater flexibility and eliminate some
externalities.

The possibilities seem numersous, but they are for

the most part untested.
From the perspective of Montana and the Ogallala Aquifer study,
the implications of greater flexibility in transfering uses are
farily clear.

As noted earlier,

the Ogallala area produces a signif

icant portion of the nation's yearly output of wheat, c o m ,
sorghum and other crops.

grain

Those crops contribute both to the n a t i o n ’s

ability to feed itself and to the balance of trade with other
countries.

Montana, on the other hand, is not able to sustain the

same level of production.
and winters harsher.

Growing seasons are shorter, soils thinner

In short,

the same water can generally be put

to more efficient economic use on the High Plains than it can in
Montana.

Given the water shortage problems in the Ogallala area, a

freer market allocation system would create pressure for a change in
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existing uses.

Theoretically, water users on the High Plains could

afford to offer Montana users a price for their water that Montana
users could not afford to turn down.

Combined with in-state shifts

to industrial uses, water transfers to the Ogallala region through
a market allocation system could have far-ranging social, economic
and environmental impacts on Montana.
VI.

CONCLUSION
Water importation to the High Plains to supplement the sagging

supplies in the Ogallala Aquifer can most usefully be viewed from
three different perspectives -- that of the export states, the im
port states and from a national perspective.

Where the interests

of the three viewpoints conflict, the task of legal and public
policy institutions ought to be to resolve allocation questions in :
the most equitable fashion, with adequate consideration given to
reasonable local and regional needs and expectations.

The potential

of water transfers to the Ogallala region poses what has become a
common dilemma in natural resource allocation in the United States
-- the confrontation between regional,

state and national interests.

This paper has outlined the problem of declining water resources
on the High Plains, and has reported on studies of various methods
for augmenting those declining supplies.

In addition, Montana's

water law and policy has been examined in the context of potential
water exportation from the Missouri River Basin to the Ogallala
region.

Finally, the various forums available for allocating water

among states have been studied to determine how each would respond
to the particular issues raised in interstate transfers involving
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Montana.
What does seem clear from this study is that if plans are put
forward to transfer water from the M i s s o u r i Basin,
is likely to develop between Montana
states on the High Plains.

a fierce struggle

(an export state) and the import

Obviously,

the wa t e r n o w drawn from

the immense Ogallala formation is of critical importance to the High
Plains states.

Just as certainly,

the w a t e r reserves in the aquifer

are being depleted at a rate that w ill br i n g immediate economic
disruption to the area if steps are n o t taken to correct the siutation.

Without the present level of irrigated agriculture,

the

economies of several of the High Plains states could become serious
ly affected.

The diminished level of p r o d uction would impact not

only the producers, but would also adversely impact related indus
tries such as fertilizer and farm m a c h i n e r y manufacturers and r e tail
ers, as well as financial institutions w i t h investments in the.
agriculture industry.
economy,

As these impacts ripple through the region's

social impacts will begin to emerge as well.

Small

communities would probably be hit the hardest as argiculturesupported businesses and industries eithe close or cut back opera
tions.

Population in these areas, w h i c h has b e e n increasing in

recent years, would likely decline as people m o v e d to other areas
seeking employment opportunities.

F r o m the viewpoint of the p o t e n 

tial importing states, wa t e r transfers and other methods of a u g ment
ing the water supply could mean the c o n t i n u e d existence of their
threatened economies and social institutions.
Montana, on the other hand, as a pote n t i a l water exporter, would
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v i e w any transfer proposal in an entirely different light.
paper has indicated,

As this

constitutional and statutory provisions in

Montana and other states require

that the state's water is to be

h e l d in trust b y the state for the use a n d enjoyment of its people.
In addition, M ontana and other wes t e r n states h a v e passed laws f o r 
b i d d i n g out-of-state wa t e r transfers w i t h o u t the prior approval of
the state legislature.

While some of these laws m a y have a certain

amount of difficulty withstanding close judicial

scrutiny,

they do

demonstrate the attitude in which water is v i e w e d in the West.
Precisely b ecause of its scarcity, water is often held in higher
regard than other natural resources.

W a t e r is a necessary c o mpon

ent for survival and early w estern settlers developed a reverence
for this "lifeblood," a tradition that persists strongly today.
This tradition is manifest both in state laws and in the attitudes
of the people.

Consequently,

any move to w i t h d r a w a significant

volume of water and transfer it to another region would undoubtably
meet with rigorous opposition on purely p h i losophical grounds.
Even if it could be shown that w a t e r supplies wer e adequate to
provide for local development as well as in t e r s t a t e transfer, it
is doubtful that much grass-roots support could b e generated for
such a project.

Without popular support, mos t public policy makers

would be likely to shy awa y f rom supporting a transfer plan, r e gard
less of h o w sound it might be..
In addition,

the Ogallala

study is b e i n g conducted at a time

when resource use in the Wes t is u n d e r g o i n g a significant transfor
mation.

National energy policy dictates are clearly placing a large
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share of the country's future energy production burden on the coal
fields of the northern Great Plains.

Increased energy development

will play a m a j o r role in defining the future water-use requirements
for a numb e r of western states.

This additional

in-state demand for

water has sparked considerable concern as to whether traditional
uses

(mainly agriculture) will be guaranteed sufficient flow rates.
However,

escalating demand for wa t e r for energy production is

only part of the picture in Montana and in the West.
years,

In recent

the n e e d for adequate in-stream flo w rates has become more

apparent.

Sufficient flows in most western

streams is critical

to maint a i n i n g viable fisheries and providing suitable reiparian
habitat for game and non-game.wildlife species.

Water-related

recreation activities have also increased in recent years, creating
a demand f rom recreationists for a certain level of in-stream flow.
Adequate streamflow is also essential to m a i n t a i n i n g water quality.
Dewatered streams are unable to accommodate run-off from agriculture
operations, municipalities, m i ning and other operations without
sacrificing a certain m easure of water quality.
Other demands for western w a t e r are c o ming from expanding
cities and towns that are seeking to ensure that they have ample
water to provide for future growth.

Additionally,

the West contains

vast federal land holdings, most of w h i c h h a v e unquantitied reserv
ed water rights appurtenant to them.

Indian tribes as well are

claiming open-ended reserved rights that cast a shadow of u n certain
ty over the extent of appropriable supplies

in man y states.

Within the context of the nee d for w a t e r on the High Plains
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and the competing uses and unclear reserved rights in the western
states,

there appears to be little hope of forestalling an inter

regional confrontation if a water transfer is proposed.
ly, therefore,

that if such a conflict does develop,

It is li k e 

it will have to

be resolved at the national level and in conside r a t i o n of the
national interest.

At first blush,

the basic q u e stion of whether

a water tranfer wo u l d be in the national interest
simple to resolve.

seems relatively

Water ought to be delivered to the High Plains

where agriculture is more productive and more extensive economic
relationships h ave been established.

The nation,

then, would not

be forced to absorb a reduced level of food pro d u c t i o n and a g r e a t 
er international trade deficit.

Given that determination,

economic

and engineering feasibility studies could answer questions regard
ing quantities to be transfered and methods to accomplish the task.
In a large measure,

the Ogallala study has b e e n conducted as

if the basic question of national interest has b e e n settled.

Yet,

the potential exporting states have not really participated in the
study beyond periodic consultations.

In addition,

given the current

emphasis on western coal to supply energy in the future and the
amount of water required to convert that coal

to energy,

the a n a l y 

sis of the natio n a l interest becomes somewhat m o r e complicated than
as posed above.
Ogallala study,

A l t hough the issue is n o t addr e s s e d in the present
the question of wa t e r exports f r o m the West may

become one of b a l a n c i n g the national wa t e r requirements

for food

production w i t h the national requirements for energy production.
Within the b r o a d framework.of national food versus energy
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requirements,

the available forums for m a king interstate allocative

decisions about w e s t e r n water are limited.

This paper has examined

several potential allocative forums -- interstate compacts,
ional apportionment,
However,

c o ng r e s s 

equitable apportionment and mark e t allocation.

the situation surrounding the Ogallala region appears to

realistically lend itself to just two of these forums.
An interstate compact, which might initially seem to be the
most equitable method, would be both limited in scope and extremely
difficult to negotiate.

The numerous interested parties and the

widely differing needs of each would make the process at the b a r g a i n 
ing table v ery difficult if not impossible.

Also,

even though

representatives of the U n i t e d ‘States government w o u l d participate
in the negotiations,

it is doubtful that it would be possible to

concentrate the talks on issues involving the n a t ional interest.
On the other hand,

allocation of water through a freely operating

market place does not appear to be a reasonable alternative p a r t i c 
ularly in the nea r future.

Laws and institutions usually change

slowly in the U n i t e d States, and then not without br o a d public
support -- something free market allocation of w e s t e r n water does
not n o w enjoy.

Also,

it does not seem likely that any U.S. a d min

istration, regardless of its anti-bureaucratic rhetoric, would be
willing.to a l l o w important questions or resource allocation for
food and energy p r o d u c t i o n to’ be settled in the market place.
That leaves

two remaining allocative forums, congressional

apportionment a n d equitable apportionment by the Supreme Court.
These methods are the best equipped for h a n dling national issues and
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for making m a j o r decisions regarding resource apportionment.
the importance and c o m p lexity of the Ogallala problem,

Gi v e n

it is not

unrealistic to speculate that both the Congress and the Supreme
Court wou l d b e c o m e involved if a transfer plan wer e proposed.

Both

institutions w ere involved in allocating water from the Colorado
River among var i o u s states,

and this paper has tried to demonstrate

certain similarities b e t w e e n the Ogallala Aqu i f e r and Colorado
River situations.
Whether a l l o cative decisions are made by Congress,
Court, or both,

the Supreme

the decisions will not be easy:.. And, as things

currently stand, M o n t a n a w o u l d not be in a favorable position to
present its case,

regardless of the forum.

The allocation struggle

between states is almost sure to boil down to a w a r of information
—

the state wit h the most information documenting its need will

receive the most f avorable allocation.

In this respect,

been shown that M o n t a n a lags far behind other states.
accurate record of existing uses,

it has

Without an

or a plan for future development,

the state will be h a r d - p r e s s e d to document its needs, and will c o n 
sequently have to rely on either the mercy of the court or the
wisdom of Congress,

or both.

In contrast,

the High Plains states

have addressed p r e c i s e l y these questions through the Ogallala
study.
The issues facing M o n t a n a are abundantly clear.

The state

must establish an a c c u r a t e record system of existing uses and draft
a comprehensive state wa t e r plan.
both tasks, yet p r o b l e m s remain.

Wor k is underway to accomplish
The current fragmented water plans
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must be consolidated into a comprehensive and realistic blueprint
for future priorities and quantities of use.

Procedural problems

with the current adjudication process need to be resolved to a l l o w
this critical project to be completed as quickly as possible.
Specificially regarding the Ogallala situation,

the state could

consider requesting federal funding to conduct studies similar to
those n o w b e i n g completed in the High Plains states as part of the
overall Ogallala study.

The results could give Montana an e f fect

ive tool for achieving an acceptable interstate allocation.
Additionally, Montanans mus t realize that the state does not
exist in a vacuum, apart from the remainder of the union.

The

issue of water allocation in particular illustrates the need for
cooperation between states and regions in the use of the resource.
Because the same water mole c u l e s can pass through any number of
states on their w a y to the sea,

and are potentially available for

use in each of those states, interstate cooperation and mutual
understanding will have to prevail if disputes are;to be avoided.
As competing uses heighten their bids for a share of interstate
water sources,

states will h a v e to learn to work together to effect

ively manage the resource.
Downstream states,

too, m ust become more aware of the needs

of potential exporting states.

The u p s t r e a m states ought to have

a more participatory role in .the study of water requirements on the
High Plains.

Such an a r r a n g e m e n t could go a long way toward f o s t e r 

ing a cooperative attitude b e t w e e n states and reducing the level of
suspicion that has deve l o p e d r egarding the Ogallala

study.
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Finally,

the entire country, and particularly the West, needs to develop
a stronger conservation ethic regarding water use.

Inefficient

delivery systems and careless management practices should be elim
inated to allow existing supplies to be stretched further.
The serious problems surrounding depletion of the Ogallala
Aquifer graphically illustrate not only the importance of the water
resource itself, but also the complex issues involved in interstate
allocation and management of natural resources.

This study has

attempted to show the interrelated issues that would arise if water
were transfered from the Missouri River Basin to the Ogallala region.
Although the potential is strong for a protracted and bitter inter
state struggle,

the possibility also exists for breaking new ground

in the area of interstate water allocation.

Because the Ogallala

study has yet to be completed and no firm proposals have as yet been
put forth for interstate water transfers,

it is difficult to con

clusively analyze the various allocation methods.

However, the

water supply problems on the High Plains will continue to worsen
until something is done to correct the situation.

As a result, all

of the states that could potentially be involved in a plan to supply
water to the Ogallala area ought to be planning for that eventuality.
There is still time to take steps to avoid conflict between
states and regions.

Those steps include joining all interested

parties in the Ogallala study, fostering greater cooperation and
mutual understanding among the states involved, and promoting better
water conservation techniques.

If those steps are successfully

taken, it may be possible to move from an era in which individual
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States myopically horde and misuse their resources to one in which
allocation decisions are made based on the reasonable needs of all
competing interests.
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